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Introduction 
A homeomorphism ‘p between two open sets U, V C IWn, n > 1 (9 : U 2 V) is called 
a quasiconformal (QC) h omeomorphism, if there is li 2 1 such that for every x E 17 
there is r > 0 such that for every 511, yz E U 
Let QC( U) ef (f : U E U 1 f is QC). By [6], QC( U) is a group. That is, if 
f,s E QC(V, then f-‘, f 0 g E QC(U>. 
We shall not deal with the case of Rn and IRm n = 1. So we assume that whenever 
Rn and IRm are mentioned, n, m > 1. In Section 1 we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. For m, n > 1 let U E Ik”’ and V C lRn be open, and suppose that T is 
a group isomorphism between the groups QC( U) and QC( V). Then there is +D : U E V 
such that y is QC and y induces T. That is, for every f E &C(U): 
T(f) = $0 0 f 0 ‘p-l0 
The proof of the theorem has two main steps. The first step is the claim that if 
7 : QC(U) 2 QC(V) is a group isomorphism, then there is p : U E V which induces T. 
This claim is a special case of the following theorem appearing in [:3, Theorem IJ.5(c)]. 
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Theorem 0.2. ([3, Theorem 5(c)]) F or i = 1,2, let X; be a locally compact Hausdorff 
space, and G; be a group of homeomorphisms of X; such that for every x E X; and 
open U 3 x the set 
A dgf {g(z) 1 g E G; and gi(X; - U) = Id} 
is somewhere dense. That is, int(cl(A)) # 0. Let T : G1 2 Gz be a group isomorphism. 
Then there is 9 : Xr ?Z X2 such that v induces T. 
For an open subset U 2 IWn, 7~ > 1, let 
LIP(U) def {f : U E U/f and f-’ are Lipschitz}. 
The second step in the proof of Theorem 0.1 is 
Theorem 0.3. Let U, V c W’, n > 1 be open and cp : U 2 V. Suppose that for every 
f E LIP(U), cp o f o (0-l E QC(V). Then cp is quasiconformal. 
Indeed, in order to prove Theorem 0.1 we only need the following weaker statement: 
if for everyf E QC( U) p o f o q-l E QC(V) then cp is QC e 
However, the statement of Theorem 0.3 is useful in proving e.g., that QC(U) can’t be 
isomorphic to LIP(V). 
Similar questions can be asked, of course, for many other types of homeomorphism 
groups. In this work we prove also the local version of Theorem 0.1. That is, if LQC(U) 
denotes the group of locally quasiconformal homeomorphisms of U then an isomorphism 
between LQC(U) and L&C(V) is always induced by a locally quasiconformal homeo- 
morphism between U and V (i.e., the class LQC is faithful). It is the local counterpart 
of Theorem 0.3 that seems to be interesting in this context. The same is correct for 
manifolds. 
The first result on reconstruction of topological spaces from their homeomorphism 
groups was proved by J. Whittaker [7]. He proved that the class of Euclidean manifolds 
is faithful. More precisely, the class {(X, H(X)) 1 X is a Euclidean manifold} is faithful. 
Rubin [3] proved the faithfulness of various other classes of topological spaces like Eu- 
clidean manifolds with boundary, polyhedra and manifolds over normed vector spaces. 
W. Ling [2] proved that 
(1) For every < r < oo a group isomorphism between Diff’(X) and Diff’(Y) 
(the groups of C’-homeomorphism of X and Y, respectively) is induced by a C’- 
homeomorphism between X and Y. 
In addition he proved that 
(2) For various structures on manifolds like foliations, symplectic forms, volume 
forms and others, an isomorphism between the groups of diffeomorphism preserving 
those structures is induced by a diffeomorphism of the same type. 
The special case of Ling’s result (1) for Diff”“(X) was proved earlier by Takens 
in [5]. 
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Yomdin and Rubin [4] strengthened Ling’s result (1) in several directions. In par- 
ticular, they deal with Lipschitz homeomorphisms groups, and extended some of the 
results to Banach spaces. 
Unfortunately, Ling’s works seem not to have been published until now. Filipkiewicz 
[I] proved the reconstruction results for groups of the form Diff’(X). These results were 
obtained earlier by Ling and independently by the authors. Filipkiewicz was apparently 
unaware of Ling’s works, but quoted the results of [4]. 
1. Preliminaries 
I. 1. Bilipschitz homeomorphisms and quasiconformal homeomorphisms 
Let cp : IJ S V be a homeomorphism between open sets U, V c IFin, let a ball 
B(z, r) c U. We will use following quantities: 
L&7 r) = $r$xr IV(Y) - &)I~ 
l&7 r) = ,u4;=, IS+) - +)I, 
the metrical dilatation of y in B(z,r): 
the metrical dilatation of 9 at 2: 
the metrical dilatation of y: 
K(v) = s:; 1&(x). 
A homeomorphism cp is quasiconformal iff K(v) < 00. 
We will use also the following quantities: 
H(y) = sup Id4 - cp(Y)l 
z,y~G lx - Yl ’ 
w> - JP(Y)l 
,x _ y, 9 
KZ(y) = max(ltr(+9), &J-‘(v)). 
- 
If Kl(cp) < 00 then the homeomorphism 9 is called a Lipschitz homeomorphism.. 
If m(v) > 0 then 9-l is a Lipschitz homeomorphism. If Kl(cp) < 00 then 9 is a 
bilipschitz homeomorphism. We denote by LIP( U, V) the set of all bilipschitz homeo- 
morphisms between U and V and by LIP(U) dgf LIP(U, U). LIP(U) is regarded as a 
group. 
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Claim 1.1. (i) 1f+~ E LIP@P) and r is an isometry, then r o 9 E LIP(R”) and 
KI(7 0 $9) = A-I(p). 
(ii) If s : IV --f R” is a similarity, (i.e., if s(z) = Kz, I< # 0) then for each 
cp E LIP(lFP), s 0 p 0 s-l E LIP(Rn) and Kl(s o 9 o s-‘) = ICI(q). 
Proof. (i) is evident. 
(ii) If s is a similarity s(z) = KS, then 
so Kl(soyos-’ ) < Kl(cp). From the other side if v1 = so cp o s-r then 9 = 3-r o or o s 
and li’l(cp) < KI(qr ) = Kl(s o p o s-l). Hence 
K’l(cp) = Kl(so$9os-1). El 
1.2. Quasitranslation 
We will construct a bilipschitz homeomorphism, that coincides with translation on 
some ball and coincides with identity outside some bigger concentric ball. 
At first we consider the two-dimensional case. 
Let 21 = (-i,O) and z 2 = (‘,O) be two points on the plane IR2; Bu = B(0, a), 
Br = B(q) i) and Bz = B(z2, ;i . 9 w e will construct a diffeomorphism 9~2 : R2 + R2 
such that (q/Br) (z,y) = (z t 1, y), p(Br) = Bz, yr(R2\Bu) = Id, (i.e., V/B is the 
translation rr(z,y) = (z t 1,y)). Of course, 592 is a bilipschitz homeomorphism. 
With the help of a decomposition of unit it is possible to construct two functions T,!J 
and 0 such that: 
1) $J : R z JR; II, E P(R); T/J(z) = 2 f or 5 E (-oo9-1) U (1,oo); T/J(~) = 5 + 1 for 
x E (-i, -a), for all other x’s II, is monotone function with positive derivative; 
2) 0 : iR Ci R; 0 6 B(y) < 1; B(y) = 1 for jyl > 3; B(y) = 8(-y); 8(y) = 0 for Iyl < +; 
B(y) is a Coo-function. 
Then +92(z,y) = ((1 - 0(y))+(x) t 8(y)z,y). The mapping q is a diffeomorphism, 
because the Jacobian 
J(x, Y> = (1 - e(Y>>$+) t e(Y) > 0. 
It is evident that Iv2(z, y) - (x, y)/ < 245. The diffeomorphism 92 has the prescribed 
properties: 
for (x,Y) E (--$, -a> x (-4, a>, cp(5Y) = (x + Ly), 
and for 1~1 b 1, IYI 2 1, V(X,Y) = (x,Y). 
With the help of y2 we will construct a corresponding n-dimensional homeomor- 
phism. 
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Let 5’ = (-;,o )...) O), z = ($,O )...) O), Bo = B(O,JZ), B, = B(z,$), B2 = 
fq:, f), P&) = $92(% & + * * . + xi_,). Then the diffeomorphism qn has following 
properties: 
(9% t&)(x) = 71(x) = (21 + 1,x2,. . . ,4, d(Rn\&) = Id 0 
We will use notation Q(n) def KI(v,), p(x,A) f or a distance between point x and 
set A. 
Lemma 1.2. Let U be a domain in Rn; let x’, x” be two points in U such that 
1x’ - x”l < $I( 3(x’ + x”), au> 
Then there exists a difleomorphism cp : CT + IJ such that 
(vrB(x’v f 1x’ - x”I))(x) = 2 + (x” - x’); 
54(0 \ QIX + x”l, -$p(flx’ t x”l,8U))) = Id and H(p) = Q(n). 
Proof. Denote p. = P(+Ix’+x”\,dU),pl = ~~zc’+x”~.Theball B(i(z’+x”),po) c 6’. 
We consider three mappings: a translation r(x) = x - f(x’+ x”); a rotation 0(x), such 
that 0(x”) = (lx”j, 0,. . . ,0) and the similarity S(x) = x/lx’ - ~“1. It is evident that 
S(B(O, PO)) 3 B(O, 2). C onsider the diffeomorphism: 
‘p = (s 0 8 0 r-)-l 0 (Pn 0 (s 0 8 0 7) = (7-1 0 e-‘) 0 (s-1 0 vn 0 s) 0 (0 0 7). 
We will use the notation 5’ = (-$1x’-x”(,O,...,O), 5” = (~(x’-x”\,O,~~~~O)~ 
(2’ - ~“1 = pr. Then (8 o T)(x’) = 2, (8 o r)(z”) = Z”, (0 o ~)(B(x’,p~)) = B(?,pl), 
(6’0 ~)(B(x”&) = B(Z”,p& S(2) = (-;,O,. . . ,O), S(5”) = (+, 0, e.. ,O), 
s-l 0 Tl 0 s = lx' t x”) ( Ix, y,,q t 1, Ix, ~xl,l 7 * * * 7 ,,Txy * >
so s-l o vn o s is the translation on the ball B(?,pr) and s-l o pn o s is identity on 
the set IRK\ B( ijx’ + x”1, &II). From Claim 1.1 it follows that 
1.3. Two types of quasi-rotations 
We will construct a bilipschitz homeomorphism, that coincides with rotations inside 
a ball and coincides with identity outside a bigger concentric ball. Except that we need 
a bilipschitz homeomorphism that coincides with identity inside of a ball, outside of a 
bigger concentric ball and coincides with a rotations inside a concentric spherical layer 
that belongs to the big ball. 
We will use the notation Bk for B(0, k), SO,(x) for the group of all orientation 
preserving orthogonal transformations with fixed point x. 
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Lemma 1.3. Let U be a domain in IF, z E G, p < p(z,dU), $ E SO,(z). Then 
there exist a diffeomorphism ‘p : U + U such that: 
cpKB(x7 &%I)) - $7 ~]U\B(x,po) = Id and h’L(cp) = Q(n)7 
where a number Q(n) depends only on n. 0 
Proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
Lemma 1.4. Let U be a domain in IWn, x E U, PO < P(“,dU), $J E SO,(x). 
Then there exists a difleomorphism q : U + U such that v/(B(xo, $po)) E Id, 
cp/(U\B(zo,po)) = 14 cp/(B(z, zpo)\B(s, $0)) - 1c, and KI(v) = on, where a num- 
ber Qn depends only on n. 
Proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
2. Local version of the main theorem 
In this section we will prove local version of the main theorem (Theorem 2.5) for the 
group LQC (1 ocally quasiconformal homeomorphisms). 
A homeomorphism cp : G z G between two domains in Rn is called locally quasicon- 
formal (LQC) if for every z E G there is a neighbourhood U(x) of z such that cprU(x) 
is quasiconformal. Of course the set LQC(G) of all locally quasiconformal homeomor- 
phisms cp : G N G is a group under composition. Obviously, the following inclusion 
holds: 
L&C(G) I QC(G) 3 LIP(G). 
2.1. Preliminary result 
Theorem 2.1. ([S]) Let p : G N G’ be a quasiconformal homeomorphism, G, G’ c 
R”. Suppose that a closed ball B(x,2r) c G and B(v(x), L,(x,2r)) c G’. Then 
Lc,(x, r) 6 exp(Ql(n) - K(v)), 
where &l(n) depends only on n. 
2.2. Movable groups of homeomorphisms 
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and g be a group of homeomorphisms 
of X. The group g is called movable [3] if f or every x0 E X and every neighbourhood 
U(xo) of xu the set 
AO ef {g(xo)(g E G and g/(x\U(xo)) = Id} 
is somewhere dense. Remember that a set A is somewhere dense if Int(Z) # 0. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let G be a domain in Rn. The groups LQC(G), QC(G), LIP(G) are 
movable. 
Proof. LIP(G) is the smallest group. If LIP(G) is movable, then QC(G) > LIP(G) 
and LQC(G) 5> LIP(G) are also movable. Let 50 E G and U(ze) is an arbitrary 
neighbourhood of x 0. Choose a ball B(ze,r) such that B(xe,2r) c U(Q). Hence, by 
Lemma 1.2 for each point z E (z,, i T) there exists a homeomorphism gz E LIP(G) 
such that gz(zo) = z and gz(z) E 2 for all x E G\B(z, 2~). So A0 I B(z, $r) and it is 
somewhere dense. 0 
From Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 0.2 it follows 
Theorem 2.3. Let U C lRm, V C llRn be open and 7 : QC(U) Z QC(V) be a group 
isomorphism, then there is cp : U 2 V such that cp induces r. 
2.3. The main observation 
We will use the standard notation S(z, r) for a sphere with a center x and a radius T. 
Lemma 2.4. Let V c JRn be open, S c V be closed, x E V, yo, y1 E S, 
~0 = min(ly - x1; y E S) = Iy0 - 51, 
q = max(ly - x1; y E S) = 1yi - xl. 
Let Ii1 = q/To. Suppose that ~2 > ~1 and B(x,rz) C V. Let f : V Z V and Ii > 0 be 
such that for every 0 < T < ~2, K,(z,r) < I<. Suppose also that f(x) = 2, f(yl) = yo, 
f(S) = S and that there is z* E B(x,rz)\B( x,T~) def DO such that f(z*) c Do. Then 
K > k-1. 
Fig 1 
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Proof. By contradiction, let Kr > Ii. Hence T dgf IC - rg < rl. We will prove that in 
this case f(B( x,rr)) C B(a,r). 
For every y E i-?B(z,rl) 
Suppose by contradiction that y E B(s,rr) and If(y) - z[ > r. Let 
z = x + r1 lz I :I. 
Then .z E S(z,q). Let a > 0 be such that r + a < r2. Hence there is t E (0, l] such 
that 
r < If(ty + (1 - t)z) - XI < r t a. 
Let y’ = ty + (1 - t)t. From our construction 
and 
Iy’ - 21 < r1 < Iz* - 51 
r < MY’) - 4, r2 > If(Z*) - 4. 
Let I be a path that connects f(y’) and f(z*) in the spherical layer B(z, rz)\B(z, r), 
From one side I f~ f(S(z,q)) = 0, because f(S(z, q)) 2 8(x, r). From the other side 
Iy’ - CC/ < r1 < Iz* - 21 and f-‘(I) f~ S( z, q) # 0. So we proved that f(B(s,rr)) C 
B(x, r). 
Remember that S c B( x,rl). So f(S) c B(x,r). But yr E S\B(s,r). This contra- 
dicts the fact that f(S) = S. Cl 
2.4. The main theorem for homeomorphisms (local version) 
Theorem 2.5. Let U C IIR”, V C Ii%” be open and cp : U 2 V be a homeomorphism. 
Suppose that for each autohomeomorphism f E LIP(U) the autohomeomorphism 
belongs to L&C(U). Then p E LQC(U, V). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that 9 is not locally quasiconformal. Hence there is 
a point z E U and a ball B = B(x,r) such that B c U and K(vIB) = 00. So 
sup A-&) = 00. 
XEB 
Therefore there is a sequence {xk c B} such that K,(xk) --+ 00 if k + 00. We can 
suppose that 
k+oo 
fim Xk = x0 and xo c B. 
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There are two possible cases: 
1) There is a subsequence {xki} of the sequence {xk} such that zk, # xk, for all 
i # j. 
2) There is a number ke such that xk = x0 for all k > ko. 
Proof for case 1. Without loss of generality we can suppose that Xk, # Xk, for all 
kl # k2, Kk ef I&(x/J --f co for k + co. Choose a sequence of balls {li’k = 8(xk, r-k)} 
with the following properties: 
a) BknBkl =0 if kfk,; 
b) uk %f ~($+k)&p(%,~k)) C v. 
Inside each ball Bk we choose a new ball 8k = B(xk, Pk) C B(xk, irk) such that: 
Qk = &(x/&k) > +-k. 
So JFm Qk = 0;). Remember that Qk = Lk/lk, where 
Lk = Llp(xk,/'k), 
lk = i&k&k)* 
For each k, choose two points Ztk and Zk such that Uk, zk C C?Bk and 
b&k)- $+k)i = Lk, 
h"(zk) -&k)i = lk. 
Let 0 E SOn(xk) and @k(zk) = uk. By Lemma 1.3 there is a diffeomorphism 
jk : li g u, such that jklBk = ok, jkI(U\Bk) = Id, Kl(jk) < Q(n), where the num- 
ber Q(n) depend only on 7~. The diffeomorphism je : U\{xo} F U\{xo} such that 
ju(x) = jk(x) for x E Bk and all k and jo(x) = x f or all other x is also bilipschitz. 
It is evident that Kl(jo) < Q(n). A point x0 is a removable singularity for bilipschitz 
homeomorphism. So we can extend ju to the point x0 without any change of dilatation. 
Hence go = jr is quasiconformal, i.e., Qu = Ir’(ge) < 00. Remember that jerBI, = fk” 
Hence Qk = fr is quasiconformal and Qk = K(gk) < QoB Let vk = q(Bk), Sk = +9(Bk)* 
Then g/c has the following properties: 
a) gk(Vk) = vk, 
b) $‘k(Sk) = Sk, 
c> gkrtV\dBk)) = Id, 
4 gkbbk)) = $‘bk), 
e> gkb’bk)) = G’(zk). 
Remember, that vk C B(cp(zk), Lv(zk,pk)) C B($Y(zk),%(zk,pk)) ef ul, C V. So all 
conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold for gk. Therefore, for all p > Pk the following uniform 
estimate is true: 
(2..2) 
where the constant P depends only on n and Qe. 
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For the sets Vk, Sk, points +cJ(z~), v(u~), I, homeomorphism Qk, numbers TO = lk, 
f 1 = Lk, Kl = Qk, ~2 = 2Lk and an arbitrary point 
t* c Uk\B(+k),L&k,f’k)), 
all conditions of the Lemma 2.4 are true. By this lemma Ks,.((P(zk),Pk) 2 Qk. So 
&.($‘(zk)d’) + O”* This conclusion contradicts to inequality (2.2). So cp is locally 
quasiconformal. 
Proof for case 2. We give only a sketch of the proof, because the difference between 
proofs for case 1 and case 2 concerns only a construction of a quasiconformal homeo- 
morphism that is similar to fu in the proof for case 1. 
In case 2 the homeomorphism 9 is not quasiconformal at the point 20, i.e. K,(zu) = 
co. Therefore there is a sequence of balls {Bk = B(zu,~k)} such that: 
a) Tk + 0 if k+co, 
b) 8rk+l < Tk, 
C) Kk = &(“,Tk) --f 00 if k + 00, 
4 B(xo, 5%) c u, 
e) V, = B(v(z0), ~&(ZO, n)) C V. 
For each k choose two points Uk and Zk such that Uk, Z!, C dBk and 
I$‘(uk) - &O)l = L&O, rk); 
I&k) - +O)( = l,(zO, Tk). 
Let e E SO&u) and e&Z,) = Uk. By Lemma 1.4 there is a diffeomorphism 
U E U such that: 
fk : 
a) fk/U\B(% 2rk) = 14 
b) fk/B\B(zo, y) = 14 
C) fk tB (20, $k) \ B(zo, TIE) = ok, 
d) Kl(fk) < Q(n), 
where the number Q(n) depends only on n. The diffeomorphism fo : U\XO 2 U\xo, 
such that fo(x) = fk(X) for x E Bk\Bk+r and all k and fo(xl) = x for all others x is 
also bilipschitz and KZ(fo) < Q(n). W e can extend bilipschitz homeomorphism f. to 
the point z. without change of the dilatation KZ(fo). 
The end of the proof is the same as for case 1. Cl 
Theorem 2.3 has some versions. The next result demonstrates one of them. 
The homeomorphism 9 : U E V belongs to the class QC,(U, V) (correspondingly, 
LZPo(U, V), LQC,(U, V)), if th ere is a closed set A c U such that cp/( U\A) = Id. 
Theorem 2.3’. Let U C IF, V E I%” be open and cp : U 2 V be a homeomor- 
phism. Suppose that for each autohomeomorphism f E LZPo(U) the autohomeomor- 
phism f q = p o f o v -l belongs to LQC(U). Then 9 is locally quasiconformal. 
This is a light variation of Theorem 2.3. In the proof of the Theorem 2.3 we really 
used only the class LZPo(U). 
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2.5. The main theorem (local version) 
Theorem 2.4. For m, n > 1 let U C Rm and V C iRn be open, and suppose that 
T is a group isomorphism between the groups LQC(U) and LQC(V). Then there is 
9 : U FZ V such that p is LQC and 9 induces r. That is, for every f E LQC(U): 
r(f)=f’ (f’=$7ofoq-‘)_ 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 there is 9 : U E V such that y includes 7. By Theorem 2.3 
the homeomorphism 9 is locally quasiconformal. Cl 
3. Global versions of the main theorem 
In the paper [3] an example of a locally bilipschitz homeomorphism that induces iso- 
morphism between two groups of bilipschitz autohomeomorphisms was constructed. 
In the case of groups of quasiconformal autohomeomorphisms this effect does not 
exist. The isomorphism between two groups of quasiconformal homeomorphism in- 
duce quasiconformal homeomorphism. Remember that each quasiconformal homeo- 
morphism p : U Z V between two domains U, V C IWn induces an isomorphism 
T : QC(U) - QC( V). Therefore we obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for 
isomorphism of groups QC(U) and QC(V). 
3.1. The main theorem for homeomorphisms 
Theorem 3.2. Let U C Rn, V C IWn be open and cp : U 2 V be a homeomorphism. 
Suppose that for each autohomeomorphism f E LIP(U) the autohomeomorphism f” = 
9 o f o 9-l belong to QC(V). Then 9 is quasiconformal. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 the homeomorphism cp is locally quasiconformal. We will 
prove that cp is quasiconformal. Suppose by contradiction that cp is not quasiconformal. 
Hence there is a sequence of points {zk C U} such that KJzk) -_) co if k -+ CO. 
Choose a sequence of balls {Bk = B(zk, rk)} with the following properties: 
&n&, =0 ifk#kr, 
In the interior of each ball Bk we choose a new ball Bk = B(zk,pk) c B(zk, irk) such 
that Qk = KV(Zk,Pk) > $lcV(Zk). So limk+oo Qk = 00. Remember that Qk = Lk/lk 
where Lk = L&k,/‘k), lk = lq@k,Pk). F or each k choose tW0 points Uk, Zk C aak 
such that 
h’(uk) - (P(zk)I = Lk, I+k) - Y’(zk)l = lk. 
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Let 81, E SC&k) and 
fk : u g u, fj& = ok, 
depends only on n. Let 
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tik(zk) = Uk. By Lemma I.3 there is a diffeomorphism 
:/(u\Bk) = Id, Kl( fk) < Q(n), where the number Q(n) 
0 : U 2 U be a bilipschitz homeomorphism such that 
fO(z) = fkb) f or z E BI; and for all k and fo(x) = x for all other 5. It is evident 
that KZ(fo) < Q(n). By conditions of the theorem, gu = fr is quasiconformal, i.e. 
Qu = li(gu) < 00. Remember that fo/Bk = fk. Hence gk = fr is quasiconformal and 
Qk = Ic(9k) < QO. Let vk = Ypk), lyk = q(&k). Then gk has the following properties: 
a) gk(Vk) = vk; 
b) gk(Sk) = Sk; 
C) gk/(V\$‘(Bk>> = 14 
4 gk($‘(zk)) = d’llk); 
e> 9kbbk)) = (P@kb 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows, that 
where a constant P depends only on n and Qu. The inequality (3.1) is correct for all 
P E (0, &+k,pk))* F or sets v,, Sk, points (p(zk), Cp(uk), q(zk), for the homeomorphism 
gk, for numbers ru = lk, rr = Lk, Icr = Qk, r2 = 2Lk and for an arbitrary point 
d* c Vk\B(Y(xk), Lk), 
all conditions of the Lemma 2.4 hold, so 
&&@k), Pk> > Qk. 
This conclusion contradicts to (3.1), so 9 is quasiconformal. 0 
3.3. Proof of the main theorem (Theorem 0.1) 
Theorem 3.4. Let U C IRn and V C IV be open. Groups QC(U) and QC(V) are 
isomorphic ifl there is a quasiconformal homomorphism cp : U E V. 
Proof. If groups QC(U) and QC(V) are isomorphic then by Theorem 2.3 there is 
cp E LQC(U, V) that induces 7. By Theorem 3.2, p is QC. 
If there is a quasiconformal homeomorphism ‘p : U E V then T = f’ is an isomor- 
phism between QC(U) and QC(V). 0 
Note. Of course, for the proof of the Theorem 3.2 we used only some special subgroup 
of LIP(U). This subgroup contains all “quasitranslations” and “quasi-rotations” of two 
types (see Lemma 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) and its compositions and limits. 
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4.1. Local version of the main theorem 
4.1 Definitions. A metric space A4 is an n-dimensional Lipschitz manifold if for 
each point x E h4 there is an open set U 3 x and a bilipschitz homeomorphism 
$9 : B(O,l) S u. 
A metric space M is an n-dimensional quasiconformal manifold if for each point 
x E M there is an open set U E x and quasiconformal homeomorphism C+P : B(0, 1) S M. 
Local versions of the main theorem are correct for Lipschitz (quasiconformal) manifolds 
also: 
Theorem 4.1. Let M, N be Lipschitz manifolds and 9 : M Z N be a homeomor- 
phism. Suppose that for each homeomorphism f E LIP(M), the autohomeomorphism 
f” = 9 o f o 9-l belongs to LQC( N). Then 9 is locally quasiconformal. 
Theorem 4.2. Let M, N be quasiconformal manifolds and suppose that T is a group 
isomorphism between the groups LQC(M) and LQC(N). Then there is q : M Z N 
such that 9 is LQC and 9 induces r. 
Proofs of Theorem 4.1, 4.2 are the same a.s for the case of Euclidean space. 
4.2. Global versions of the main theorem 
Definitions. A metric space M is an n-dimensional L-Lipschitz manifold if for 
each point x E M there is an open set U 3 x and a bilipschitz homeomorphism 
$C : B(O,l) 2 u such that Kl(cp) < L. The constant L does not depend on x. 
A metric space M is an n-dimensional Q-quasiconformal manifold if for each point 
x E M there is a open set U 3 x and quasiconformal homeomorphism 63 : B(0, I) 2 U 
such that metric dilatation K(q) of +CJ is less then Q. The constant Q does not depend 
on 2. 
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a L-Lipschitz manifold, N be a Q-quasiconjor-mat man+ 
fold and 9 : M 2 N be a homeomorphism. Suppose that for each j E LPP( M) the 
autohomeomorphism f* = 9 o f o y-’ E QC( N). Then ye is quasiconforrnal. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, 9 is LQC. We will prove that it is quasiconformal. Suppose 
by contradiction that q is not quasiconformal. Hence there is a sequence of points 
{xk E M} such that KV(xk) + 00 if k -+ co. By the definition of L-Lipschitz man- 
ifold there is a sequence of open sets {Uk 3 xk} and bilipschitz homeomorphisms 
63k : B(O, 1) - uk such that h’l(Cpl,) < L. On the other hand, by the definition of 
Q-quasiconformal manifold, there is a sequence of open sets {vk 3 $!$Xk)) and quasi- 
conformal homeomorphisms ‘Ij!Jk : vk ?Z B(0, 1) such that I<($,k) < Q~ 
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Choose a sequence of balls Bk = B(pi’(zk), r-k), Tk = 1, with the following proper- 
ties: 
a) &~le(Ble)) n ~P(wGW) = 0 if k # ICI 
b) vk = B((& 0 Y)(Q)), 2.&0~&,9 0 vk(Zk), ok) C B(0, 1). 
Similarly to the-proof of Theorem 3.2, we construct quasi-rotations fk : B(0, 1) % 
B(O,l) such that fk/(B(o, l)\Bk) = Id. The homeomorphisms fk = $,k o fk o ‘pi’ are 
bilipschitz. It is possible to extend fk as an identity on all manifold N. Composition 
fo = f~of2O...Ofko... is only formal, because at each point x where fk(cc) # x all other 
homeomorphisms are identities. So fo is a bilipschitz homeomorphism. By supposition 
of the Theorem, go = fr is quasiconformal. Because N is a Q-quasiconformal manifold, 
all homeomorphisms gk = 81, o gu are also quasiconformal and K(#k) < Q - I<(go). 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.2 we can prove that Kg,(O o $9(zk)) -+ 00 for 
k --t 00. This conclusion contradicts the inequality l<(gk) < Q . Ii’( 
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